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About the Political Compass ™

In the introduction, we explained the inadequacies of the traditional left-right line.

If we recognise that this is essentially an economic line it's fine, as far as it goes. We can show, for example,
Stalin, Mao Tse Tung and Pol Pot, with their commitment to a totally controlled economy, on the hard left.
Socialists like Mahatma Gandhi and Robert Mugabe would occupy a less extreme leftist position. Margaret
Thatcher would be well over to the right, but further right still would be someone like that ultimate free
marketeer, General Pinochet.

That deals with economics, but the social dimension is also important in politics. That's the one that the
mere left-right scale doesn't adequately address. So we've added one, ranging in positions from extreme
authoritarian to extreme libertarian.

Both an economic dimension and a social dimension are important factors for a proper political analysis. By
adding the social dimension you can show that Stalin was an authoritarian leftist (ie the state is more
important than the individual) and that Gandhi, believing in the supreme value of each individual, is a liberal
leftist. While the former involves state-imposed arbitrary collectivism in the extreme top left, on the extreme
bottom left is voluntary collectivism at regional level, with no state involved. Hundreds of such anarchist
communities existed in Spain during the civil war period

You can also put Pinochet, who was prepared to sanction mass killing for the sake of the free market, on the
far right as well as in a hardcore authoritarian position. On the non-socialist side you can distinguish
someone like Milton Friedman, who is anti-state for fiscal rather than social reasons, from Hitler, who wanted
to make the state stronger, even if he wiped out half of humanity in the process.

The chart also makes clear that, despite popular perceptions, the opposite of fascism is not communism but
anarchism (ie liberal socialism), and that the opposite of communism ( i.e. an entirely state-planned
economy) is neo-liberalism (i.e. extreme deregulated economy)

The usual understanding of anarchism as a left wing ideology does not take into account the neo-liberal
"anarchism" championed by the likes of Ayn Rand, Milton Friedman and America's Libertarian Party, which
couples social Darwinian right-wing economics with liberal positions on most social issues. Often their
libertarian impulses stop short of opposition to strong law and order positions, and are more economic in
substance (ie no taxes) so they are not as extremely libertarian as they are extremely right wing. On the
other hand, the classical libertarian collectivism of anarcho-syndicalism ( libertarian socialism) belongs in the
bottom left hand corner.

In our home page we demolished the myth that authoritarianism is necessarily "right wing", with the
examples of Robert Mugabe, Pol Pot and Stalin. Similarly Hitler, on an economic scale, was not an extreme
right-winger. His economic policies were broadly Keynesian, and to the left of some of today's Labour parties.
If you could get Hitler and Stalin to sit down together and avoid economics, the two diehard authoritarians
would find plenty of common ground.

A Word about Neo-cons and Neo-libs

U.S. neo-conservatives, with their commitment to high military spending and the global assertion of national
values, tend to be more authoritarian than hard right. By contrast, neo-liberals, opposed to such moral
leadership and, more especially, the ensuing demands on the tax payer, belong to a further right but less
authoritarian region. Paradoxically, the "free market", in neo-con parlance, also allows for the large-scale
subsidy of the military-industrial complex, a considerable degree of corporate welfare, and protectionism
when deemed in the national interest. These are viewed by neo-libs as impediments to the unfettered market
forces that they champion.

Your Political Compass

Economic Left/Right: -7.63 
Social Libertarian/Authoritarian: -7.13

Show chart in a separate window for printing

See your position plotted against the UK parties in the 2015 general election 

Join 27 caricatures of your most loved and loathed political figures in a personalised colour certificate that
you can download and print in moments.

It's beautifully designed by political cartoonist Malcolm Evans and serves as a permanent record of your
position on the Compass, and the political company you keep.
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Credit Card

£2  Pay

… or Paypal

medium tip £2.00 GBP

After you take the test, you will be presented with a link which will take you to the certificate page.
Alternatively you can go straight to the certificate page where you can fill in your name and score, and a
certificate will be generated to match. The certificate will download to your browser as a pdf, which you can
save and print at your leisure. You can save the link and re-download it at any time.

While the caricatures have been placed in the quadrants appropriate to their political views, we have not
attempted to place them accurately within their quadrants. Aesthetics took priority over ideology in this
instance. So before you write to us to complain that we have Sanders to the left of Mandela, or that Ayn
Rand believed in libertarianism only for the élite, consider that the certificate is designed to start
conversations, not to settle bets.

Previously we charged £5.00 for issuing the certificate but this became uneconomic in the light of rising
costs of our payments provider and bank. We're now giving it away. If you have paid for a certificate in the
past, we thank you for your support.

How You Can Help Us

A great deal of effort lies behind the development of The Political Compass, and the realisation of it in
practical form. It has occasionally come to our attention that other sites have tried to exploit our work by
copying it, adopting our name, or linking to us in a dishonest fashion.

If you should come across any such sites, please let us know so that we can take appropriate action.

A few critics believe that we should blow with prevailing political winds and narrow the actual parameters.
Please see our FAQ 21.

We have consistently resisted many approaches for banner and pop-up ads or permanent corporate
sponsorship because of the potential compromises that such arrangements almost inevitably entail. However
if you like The Political Compass enough to help us, please leave a tip below:

Thanks from the Political Compass team.

UK Election 2017

UK Election 2015

ICONOCHASMS: How well do you know your political icons?

New material is regularly added to The Political Compass — please keep coming back!

Advertisements are placed here by Google, and in no way imply endorsement by The Political Compass ™ or Pace News Ltd.
Last updated: Sunday 15 October 2017

This website copyright © Pace News Limited 2001-2018. Reproduction in whole or
in part in any medium without prior written permission strictly prohibited.
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The Definitive Political
Orientation Test

Left Libertarian

You're on the left and libertarian spectrum of the political compass! You
question authority and are deeply distrustful of hierarchy. You believe
strongly in personal liberty and individual freedoms. You firmly believe in a
self-governed and non-hierarchical society with maximum individual
freedoms for all. You support women's rights, gay rights, and liberal
attitudes on sex. You, however, favor collectively owned property and an
economy that guarantees equality and opportunity. You believe in strong
communities and favor a cooperative economy over dog eat dog capitalism.
You're a lefty, but you hate big government just as much as the next
libertarian! What do you think? Do you agree?

See more from Felix Stablum

Discover More

Like

This game will keep you up all night!
Vikings

Can We Guess If You're Gay Or Straight?

We Can Guess Your Profession Based On Your
Emotional State

How Is Your Mind Divided?

Which Celebrity Has Your Birthday?

What Level Of Maturity Is Your Soul?

Can We Guess Your Name?

Can We Guess The Song You Hate Right Now?

Which Eeveelution Are You?

Created by Felix Stablum
on July 23, 2015

 G 

Embed

Share Your Result

Felix Stablum
This post was created by a member of our community, where anyone can post awesome content.
Learn more or Create your own

What Was Your Past Life According To
Your Memories?
Our memories reveal a great deal about our true
nature. Based on your memories i ...

Which Enneagram Personality Type Do You
Have?
The Enneagram is a famous model of human
personality which is understood and tau ...

Do You Have The Intelligence Of A
Scientist Or An Artist?
"Every art should become science, and every
science should become art."

The Most Accurate 25 Question Personality
Test
Discover your true inner personality in 25
questions!

Facebook Comments

3892 Comments Sort by 

Jessy Stan

Right Collective
You're on the right and collective quadrant of the political compass! You believe in a
strong military, an efficient government to intervene when necessary, low taxes and a free
market economy. You value tradition, hardwork, and you tend to respect religious
authority. You're patriotic and sceptical of people looking for a hand out. You believe in
government institutions and you have a strong sense of belonging to those with the same
nationality as you. You believe in individual freedoms, but you also take into account
tradition and social order. Anarchy and communism are your worst nightmares! Ronald
Reagan is most likely one of your personal heroes! What do you think? Is this accurate?

Like · Reply · 562 · Jul 22, 2015 2:34pm

Jessy Stan

Yes, it is accuarate. 

Like · Reply · 130 · Jul 22, 2015 2:34pm

Michelle DeGeest · Oskaloosa High School

Jessy Stan Same here!

Like · Reply · 54 · Jul 23, 2015 7:54pm

Scott Russell · On my soapbox at Facebook

In other words you're an arsehole.

Like · Reply · 2471 · Jul 24, 2015 8:46pm

Oldest

Add a comment...
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Right Collective

You're on the right and collective quadrant of the political compass! You believe in a
strong military, an efficient government to intervene when necessary, low taxes and a free
market economy. You value tradition, hardwork, and you tend to respect religious
authority. You're patriotic and sceptical of people looking for a hand out. You believe in
government institutions and you have a strong sense of belonging to those with the same
nationality as you. You believe in individual freedoms, but you also take into account
tradition and social order. Anarchy and communism are your worst nightmares! Ronald
Reagan is most likely one of your personal heroes! This is SO Right On!!!
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Davide Pecile · ITI A. Malignani

More or Less the basic of italian Fascism.
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Tariq Dickens · South Dartmoor Community College

May I be the first to say;
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that government's job is to guarantee equality. You favor higher taxes on the rich and
believe in more publicly funded programs for the disadvantaged. You're sceptical of the
free market and you think that too much individualism is dangerous. You hold many
communitarian values and you support limiting individual freedoms for the good of society.
You're compassionate, idealistic and deeply dedicated to your community! You're a proud
bleeding heart!
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Ernest Crunkleton

Daniel M Komenda Jr., Strawman, Goverments redistribute resources much more
efficently than private enterprise. Take the Inca for example. Their administrators
took a third of the resources from all sources of production and then redistributed
it. They had none of the social ills that we have today (like homelessness and
poverty) and even practiced brain surgery with a higher sucess rate than was
possesed by western style medicine up until the early 1900's when sterilization
became the norm.
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Jimmy Morris

This is how to explain socialism to a kid. You don't have enough money for lunch.
You get up extra early and take the long way to school picking up bottles to take
to the store for refunds. You see a classmate playing an arcade game at the
store. You use the money you earned to buy a sandwich. The classmate doesn't
have enough for a sandwich. The teacher sees this, takes your sandwich without
permission, divides it in two to share.
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1. During Mao Zedong's leadership of Communist China, the country could be described as a country of "actually-

existing socialism". 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

2. Mao was a revisionist. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

3. During Josef Stalin's leadership of the Soviet Union, the country could be described as a country of "actually-

existing socialism". 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

4. Stalin was a tyrannical monster, who twisted Marxist principles, and murdered millions of innocent people. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

5. The Soviet Union was state-capitalist during Stalin's leadership. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

6. Democracy in the Soviet Union degenerated following Vladimir Lenin's death, so the country could be best 

described following his death as a "degenerated worker state". 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

7. The Soviet Union was always state-capitalist. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

8. The theory of Protracted People's War is revolutionary. The foco theory of guerrilla warfare does not apply 

globally, only in cases of extreme despotism. 

Agree Disagree No preference 
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Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

9. The theory of the mass line is revolutionary. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

10. Communists in the First World should be placing a higher importance on Second World and Third World 

revolution. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

11. National liberation is the only way to smash national oppression. A communist party of the whole nation cannot 

smash national oppression on its own. The Second World and Third World must have their own vanguard parties to 

combat the imperialist system. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

12. Leninism is a perversion of Marxism. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

13. Revolution can and should occur spontaneously from below, without the aid or authority of a vanguard party. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

14. Capitalism is now a global system, so it is necessary for proletarian internationalism, or international socialism to 

take precedence over "socialism in one country". Workers must become a global class to demolish capitalism. A 

national revolution or "revolution in one country" will only lead to ruin. A revolutionary proletarian international 

cannot be constructed until a majority of countries have overthrown the capitalist system. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

15. Workers' councils and student councils are more democratically "healthy" than centralized boards of 

democratically-elected, trained experts. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

16. Technocracy, a form of meritocracy, is a socialist idea. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

17. Western Marxism has made very important theoretical contributions to the world communist movement. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 



18. The Revolutionary Communist Party of the United States, under Bob Avakian, is the true vanguard party of the 

American working class. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

19. True socialism has not existed yet. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

20. Josef Stalin's line is the only revolutionary line. Maoism, although it had its day in Communist China, is a flame 

long extinguished. Marxism�Leninism remains the only revolutionary science. If you disagree with Maoism or 

Hoxhaism entirely, select "no preference". 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

21. Maoism is a perversion of Marxism. Hoxha defended true Marxism. If you disagree with Maoism or Hoxhaism 

entirely, select "no preference". 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

22. Maoism is an advanced stage of Marxism�Leninism�Maoism. Today, the vanguard ideology of the proletariat is 

a synthesis of Marxism, Leninism, and Maoism: Marxism�Leninism�Maoism. If you disagree with Leninism 

entirely, select "no preference". 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

23. Hoxha was a dogmatist, and his ideas were nationalist and cold. If you disagree with Maoism and Hoxhaism 

entirely, select "no preference". 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

24. Hardt's and Negri's ideas of autonomism and globalization (the theory of "Empire", etc.) are valuable 

contributions to Marxist thought. 

Agree Disagree No preference 

Prioritize your choice above: 

Low PriorityHigh Priority 

Now that you have answered all the questions, continue to the Show Me My Results button below. 
 

Just for fun, predict what your #1 result will be.Your prediction will not influence your results. 
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1. During Mao Zedong's leadership of Communist China, the
country could be described as a country of "actually-existing
socialism".

  

Prioritize your choice above:

2. Mao was a revisionist.
  

Prioritize your choice above:

Agree Disagree No preference

Low Priority High Priority

Agree Disagree No preference

Low Priority
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3. During Josef Stalin's leadership of the Soviet Union, the
country could be described as a country of "actually-existing
socialism".

  

Prioritize your choice above:

4. Stalin was a tyrannical monster, who twisted Marxist
principles, and murdered millions of innocent people.

  

Prioritize your choice above:

5. The Soviet Union was state-capitalist during Stalin's
leadership.

  

Prioritize your choice above:

6. Democracy in the Soviet Union degenerated following
Vladimir Lenin's death, so the country could be best described
following his death as a "degenerated worker state".

  

Prioritize your choice above:
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7. The Soviet Union was always state-capitalist.
  

Prioritize your choice above:

8. The theory of Protracted People's War is revolutionary. The
foco theory of guerrilla warfare does not apply globally, only in
cases of extreme despotism.

  

Prioritize your choice above:

9. The theory of the mass line is revolutionary.
  

Prioritize your choice above:

10. Communists in the First World should be placing a higher
importance on Second World and Third World revolution.

  

Prioritize your choice above:

11. National liberation is the only way to smash national
oppression. A communist party of the whole nation cannot
smash national oppression on its own. The Second World and
Third World must have their own vanguard parties to combat the
imperialist system.
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Prioritize your choice above:

12. Leninism is a perversion of Marxism.
  

Prioritize your choice above:

13. Revolution can and should occur spontaneously from below,
without the aid or authority of a vanguard party.

  

Prioritize your choice above:

14. Capitalism is now a global system, so it is necessary for
proletarian internationalism, or international socialism to take
precedence over "socialism in one country". Workers must
become a global class to demolish capitalism. A national
revolution or "revolution in one country" will only lead to ruin. A
revolutionary proletarian international cannot be constructed
until a majority of countries have overthrown the capitalist
system.

  

Prioritize your choice above:

15. Workers' councils and student councils are more
democratically "healthy" than centralized boards of
democratically-elected, trained experts.
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What type of communist
are you? Knowledge

Quizzes

  

Prioritize your choice above:

16. Technocracy, a form of meritocracy, is a socialist idea.
  

Prioritize your choice above:

17. Western Marxism has made very important theoretical
contributions to the world communist movement.

  

Prioritize your choice above:

18. The Revolutionary Communist Party of the United States,
under Bob Avakian, is the true vanguard party of the American
working class.

  

Prioritize your choice above:

19. True socialism has not existed yet.
  

Prioritize your choice above:
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20. Josef Stalin's line is the only revolutionary line. Maoism,
although it had its day in Communist China, is a flame long
extinguished. Marxism�Leninism remains the only
revolutionary science. If you disagree with Maoism or Hoxhaism
entirely, select "no preference".

  

Prioritize your choice above:

21. Maoism is a perversion of Marxism. Hoxha defended true
Marxism. If you disagree with Maoism or Hoxhaism entirely,
select "no preference".

  

Prioritize your choice above:

22. Maoism is an advanced stage of
Marxism�Leninism�Maoism. Today, the vanguard ideology of
the proletariat is a synthesis of Marxism, Leninism, and Maoism:
Marxism�Leninism�Maoism. If you disagree with Leninism
entirely, select "no preference".

  

Prioritize your choice above:

23. Hoxha was a dogmatist, and his ideas were nationalist and
cold. If you disagree with Maoism and Hoxhaism entirely, select
"no preference".

  

Prioritize your choice above:
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24. Hardt's and Negri's ideas of autonomism and globalization
(the theory of "Empire", etc.) are valuable contributions to
Marxist thought.

  

Prioritize your choice above:

Now that you have answered all the questions, continue to
the Show Me My Results button below.

Just for fun, predict what your #1 result will be.Your
prediction will not influence your results.
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What Kind of Socialist or Communist Are You?

Comments | Report Quiz

People often misunderstand socialism and communism. There are a large variety of views about these
two systems, way more than one quiz can accurately catalog or represent.
However, this quiz sorts through a couple different views of communism and socialism to present you
with your closest ideological match. Forget what you think you are and answer the questions honestly
to see which famous communist or socialist you are.

Created by: Comrade Sebastian
1. What is your age?

 Under 18 Years Old
 18 to 24 Years Old
 25 to 30 Years Old
 31 to 40 Years Old
 41 to 50 Years Old
 51 to 60 Years Old
 Over 60 Years Old

2. What is your gender?
 Male
 Female

3. How does your system come into place?
 Through democratic vote.
 Through violent revolution.
 Through mutual agreeance.
 Through spontanious revolution.
 Through rising up against oppressors.
 Through a serious of decisive battles.

4. Who holds the power?
 A single political party.
 A party-appointed leader.
 A democratically voted leader.
 A leader that takes the power for his party.
 A generally elected leader.
 No leader.

5. How do you handle the economy?

 Reform capitalist economy.
 Dramatically increase production.
 Massive collectivizism.
 Complete control of some industries by the government.
 Mutually agreed-upon prices in a self-regulated market.

6. Leader or Theorist
 Leader
 Theorist
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 Leader and Theorist

7. Political affiliation?
 Bolshevik
 Socialist
 Communist Party
 Social Democratic
 Anarchist

8. What country are you from?
 Russia
 Germany
 America
 China
 Poland

9. What class are you really?
 Bourgeois
 Proletariat
 Nobility

10. Were you exiled?
 Once
 More than once
 Never

11. Revolution is...
 violent
 constant
 a one-time deal
 grassroots-driven
 not necessary

12. What do you think of violence?
 Important/necessary tool

 I'm ok with it but I wouldn't use it as my primary tool
 Counter to my cause
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1. do you believe USSR was state capitalist
  

Prioritize your choice above:

2. do you believe it was degenerated workers state
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3. do you believe it was true socialism
  

Prioritize your choice above:

4. do you believe in a vanguard party
  

Prioritize your choice above:

5. do you believe in luxemburg's theory of accumulation
of capital

  

Prioritize your choice above:

6. do you believe that china under mao was revisionist
  

Prioritize your choice above:

7. do you believe in new democracy
  

Prioritize your choice above:
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8. do you believe in the bloc of four classes
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9. do you believe in democratic centralism
  

Prioritize your choice above:

10. do you believev in organic centralism
  

Prioritize your choice above:

11. do you believe in permanent revolution
  

Prioritize your choice above:

12. do you believe that vehicle of the revolution is
workers councils

  

Prioritize your choice above:
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Your quiz results

Your Result: Anarcho-Communist

Anarcho-Communists are social anarchists who

believe that mankind can only be truly free when

both the state and private property have been

abolished. They hold that property such as land

and factories should be owned collectively by the

commune, that the system of wage labor (as well as currency it-

self) should be ended entirely, and that the economy should in-

stead be organized "from each according to his ability, to each

according to his need." It would be useful to read the infamous

Karl Marx (who was a communist, but not an anarchist), as well

as Pietro Kropotkin and Murray Bookchin (who were both), for

further information.
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Your score is below

Answers for the What type of communist are you? scored quiz about: Luxemburgist

Questions & Correct Answers
You

Answered

During Mao Zedong's leadership of Communist China, the country could be described as a country of "actually-existing socialism". (FALSE) FALSE

Mao was a revisionist. (FALSE) TRUE

During Josef Stalin's leadership of the Soviet Union, the country could be described as a country of "actually-existing socialism". (FALSE) FALSE

Stalin was a tyrannical monster, who twisted Marxist principles, and murdered millions of innocent people. (FALSE) TRUE

The Soviet Union was state-capitalist during Stalin's leadership. (FALSE) TRUE

Democracy in the Soviet Union degenerated following Vladimir Lenin's death, so the country could be best described following his death as a "degenerated
worker state". (FALSE)

TRUE

The Soviet Union was always state-capitalist. (FALSE) TRUE

The theory of Protracted People's War is revolutionary. The foco theory of guerrilla warfare does not apply globally, only in cases of extreme despotism.
(FALSE)

TRUE

The theory of the mass line is revolutionary. (FALSE) FALSE

Communists in the First World should be placing a higher importance on Second World and Third World revolution. (FALSE) FALSE

National liberation is the only way to smash national oppression. A communist party of the whole nation cannot smash national oppression on its own. The
Second World and Third World must have their own vanguard parties to combat the imperialist system. (FALSE)

FALSE

Leninism is a perversion of Marxism. (TRUE) TRUE

Revolution can and should occur spontaneously from below, without the aid or authority of a vanguard party. (TRUE) FALSE

Capitalism is now a global system, so it is necessary for proletarian internationalism, or international socialism to take precedence over "socialism in one
country". Workers must become a global class to demolish capitalism. A national revolution or "revolution in one country" will only lead to ruin. A revolutionary

proletarian international cannot be constructed until a majority of countries have overthrown the capitalist system. (FALSE)
TRUE

Workers' councils and student councils are more democratically "healthy" than centralized boards of democratically-elected, trained experts. (FALSE) TRUE

Technocracy, a form of meritocracy, is a socialist idea. (FALSE) FALSE

Western Marxism has made very important theoretical contributions to the world communist movement. (FALSE) TRUE

The Revolutionary Communist Party of the United States, under Bob Avakian, is the true vanguard party of the American working class. (FALSE) FALSE

True socialism has not existed yet. (FALSE) TRUE

Josef Stalin's line is the only revolutionary line. Maoism, although it had its day in Communist China, is a flame long extinguished. Marxism–Leninism remains the
only revolutionary science. If you disagree with Maoism or Hoxhaism entirely, select "no preference". (FALSE)

FALSE

Maoism is a perversion of Marxism. Hoxha defended true Marxism. If you disagree with Maoism or Hoxhaism entirely, select "no preference". (FALSE) TRUE

Maoism is an advanced stage of Marxism–Leninism–Maoism. Today, the vanguard ideology of the proletariat is a synthesis of Marxism, Leninism, and Maoism:
Marxism–Leninism–Maoism. If you disagree with Leninism entirely, select "no preference". (FALSE)

FALSE

Hoxha was a dogmatist, and his ideas were nationalist and cold. If you disagree with Maoism and Hoxhaism entirely, select "no preference". (FALSE) FALSE

Hardt's and Negri's ideas of autonomism and globalization (the theory of "Empire", etc.) are valuable contributions to Marxist thought. (FALSE) TRUE

Your Score: 45%  Go To Quiz About: Luxemburgist
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Domestic Policies

Your views socially and economically define your nation's laws and policies. Your answers to the following questions are not displayed publicly and only have roleplay
effects on your nation. Only the overall result of your survey is shown on your nation page.

Your current rating is: Liberal

Your current rating is: Extreme Left

Note

This page does not save each individual answer to each question. Once you select your answers and submit them, a quick calculation is made to determine your
social and economic policies. No information about your answers is stored, and so you will not see your answers saved. If you fill out the answers and still have
"Moderate" Social and Economic policies, it's because your answers determined your nation has moderate policies. The form is working correctly.

Cannabis: Cannabis possession, distribution, and use is a serious crime in this country, and 100% illegal.

Mandatory Service: Everyone, upon reaching adulthood, must serve in the nation's military for a set length of time.

Capital Punishment: No form of capital punishment, including the death penalty, is legal in this country.

Secondary Education: The government is not responsible for helping or aiding college students in any way.

Prohibition: The possession, consumption, distribution, and sale of alcohol is legal for adults in this country.

Energy: The government supports Oil and Coal as the nation's top energy sources. Pollution is not an issue.

Assisted Suicide: Any and all forms of assisted suicide are illegal in this country.

Same-Sex Marriage: Any two adults have the right to get married, regardless of their sex.

Unions: Worker unions are mandated by the government in large businesses.

Campaign Finance: The government cannot tell someone how they can or can't spend their money.

Speech: There is no guarantee to free speech in this country.

Hard Drugs: Recreational use of "hard" drugs is not against the law.

Spending: Deficit spending is allowed and necessary at some times.

Infant Circumcision: Infant circumcision is illegal, but males can be circumcised by their choice once adults.

Immigration: Any immigration into this country is illegal.

Gun Rights: Citizens are allowed to own and possess any and all weapons.

Religion: The government cannot endorse any specific religion, and there is a clear separation of church and state.

Healthcare: The government provides free healthcare services for all citizens.

Polygamist Marriage: Any number of consenting adults have the right to get married together.

Taxes: There are no income taxes in this country. Revenue is generated through other methods.

Torture: The government will not torture any individual, for any reason.

Abortion: Women always have the choice to have an abortion, at any point during their pregnancy.

Welfare: Any person in poverty is eligible for government welfare programs to provide for their basic needs.
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92% 8%

Economist Leftist

Opposes deprivation and
subordination. Supports
solidarity and mutual aid.

Economic Rightist

Supports hierarchies in the
workplace and the

economy.

77% 23%

Social Liberal

Supports tolerance,
exploration, and diversity.

Social Conservative

Supports traditional or
merely preexisting social

systems.

89% 11%

Civil Libertarian

Supports robust debate,
intellectual engagement and

free expression.

Civil Authoritarian

Supports the rigid constraint
of discourse, culture and

expression.

71% 29%

Antistatist

Rejects centralized violence
and authority as
unnecessary and

detrimental.

Statist

Supports centralized
violence as legitimate

and/or necessary for human
well being.

100% 0%

Anti-Militarist

Opposes the non-defensive
use of military force and

highly resistant to incurring
collateral damage.

Militarist

Supports aggressive use of
military force and for the

relaxation of traditional "just
war" constraints on

violence.

All content on this site is available for republishing
under a Creative Commons Public Domain
Dedication.
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Explore QuizzesWhat % Socialist Are You?

About This Quiz

READ MORE

Image: Cultura/Philip Lee Harvey/Cultura/Getty Images

"Socialism" has a muddled reputation, and before we get into how socialist you are, we're going to get into why this is. Socialism does not actually mean nationalizing all
companies and abolishing private capital. That is communism, a separate ideology to the left of socialism. 

Socialism is also not the same thing as liberalism, the ideology to its right. Liberalism is less redistributive and tends to be reformist (i.e., making small changes while
preserving the system) while socialism is revolutionary (overturning the system altogether). For example, a liberal might support permitting all people to access the

institution of marriage, while a communist would reject the entire idea of marriage, and a socialist might be a mix.
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What % Socialist Are You?

You Got:

152% Socialist
How did you score over 100%? Well, you are more than a socialist; you are a

communist. You're out to abolish all private property; socialists just want to regulate

it. You seek the withering of the state; socialists believe in a representative

democracy. You find "Das Kapital" thrilling; socialists dozed off reading "The

Communist Manifesto." You're a separate group, and you deserve recognition!
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TRENDING NOW  Which Genshin Impact Vision are you?

New Quiz

Your Result:

Socialist

You think that people should be paid based on how hard they work and that the government
should pay for some basic needs like healthcare. You want everybody to have an equal

chance and you want to make sure that nobody is lacking any needs. A famous socialist is
Bernie Sanders.
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National Policies

Your views socially and economically de�ne your nation's laws and policies. Your answers to the following questions are not displayed publicly and
only have roleplay effects on your nation. Only the overall result of your survey is shown on your nation page.

Your current rating is: Libertarian

Your current rating is: Extreme Left

 

Update Policies

Cannabis: Recreational Cannabis use is allowed for anyone over the age of 18.

Mandatory Service: Military and community service is encouraged to everyone upon reaching adulthood, but not mandated.

Capital Punishment: No form of capital punishment, including the death penalty, is legal in this country.

Secondary Education: The government will ensure that secondary education is free and available to all students.

Prohibition: The possession, consumption, distribution, and sale of alcohol is legal for adults in this country.

Energy: The nation strongly supports alternative energy sources, and seeks to mitigate pollution.

Assisted Suicide: Assisted suicide administered by a doctor is legal in this country.

Same-Sex Marriage: Any two adults have the right to get married, regardless of their sex.

Unions: Workers that wish to form a union are protected from losing their jobs.

Campaign Finance: The government cannot tell someone how they can or can't spend their money.

Speech: All citizens are granted the right to free speech by their government.

Hard Drugs: Recreational use of "hard" drugs is not against the law.

Spending: De�cit spending is allowed and necessary at some times.

Infant Circumcision: Infant circumcision is illegal, but males can be circumcised by their choice once adults.

Immigration: The government accepts all immigrants, and grants amnesty to illegal immigrants.

Gun Rights: Citizens are not allowed to own any �rearms of any kind.

Religion: The government cannot endorse any speci�c religion, and there is a clear separation of church and state.

Healthcare: The government provides free healthcare services for all citizens.

Polygamist Marriage: Any number of consenting adults have the right to get married together.

Taxes: The government only taxes the wealthy, and redistributes the income through a universal basic income.

Torture: The government will not torture any individual, for any reason.

Abortion: Women always have the choice to have an abortion, at any point during their pregnancy.

Welfare: Any person in poverty is eligible for government welfare programs to provide for their basic needs.
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quizzes:

1. Maoist

2. Hoxhaist

3. Leninist

4. Trotskyist

5. Luxemburqist

6. Left Communist

7. Council Communist

8. Neo-Marxist
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Stalin was a tyrannical monster, who twisted Marxist principles, and murdered
millions of innocent people. (TRUE)

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE

trademark. | Contact SelectSmart com | Advertise on SelectSmart.com | This site is for saleAll Rights Reserved. SelectSmart® is a

The theory of Protracted People's War is revolutionary. The foco theory of guerrilla 
warfare does not apply globally, only in cases of extreme despotism. (FALSE) 

The theory of the mass line is revolutionary. (FALSE)| 
Communists in the First World should be placing a higher importance on Second 

World and Third World revolution. (FALSE)|
National liberation is the only way to smash national oppression. A communist party 

of the whole nation cannot smash national oppression on its own. The Second World 
and Third World must have their own vanguard parties to combat the imperialist 

system. (FALSE)|
Leninism is a perversion of Marxism. (FALSE)

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

The Soviet Union was state-capitalist during Stalin s leadership. (TRUE) 
Democracy in the Soviet Union degenerated following Vladimir Lenin's death, so the 

country could be best described following his death as a "degenerated worker state". 
(TRUE)

The Soviet Union was always state-capita list. (FALSE)

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE

SelectSmart.com
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^SkMore than 20.000 selectors

Your score is 
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Answers for the What type of communist are you? scored quiz about: Trotskyist
Questions & Correct Answers You

Answered
During Mao Zedong's leadership of Communist China, the country could be described 

as a country of "actually-existing socialism". (FALSE) FALSE

Revolution can and should occur spontaneously from below, without the aid or 
authority of a vanguard party. (FALSE) 

Capitalism is now a global system, so it is necessary for proletarian internationalism, 
or international socialism to take precedence over "socialism in one country". 

Workers must become a global class to demolish capitalism. A national revolution or 
"revolution in one country" will only lead to ruin. A revolutionary proletarian 

international cannot be constructed until a majority of countries have overthrown the 
capitalist system. (FALSE) 

Workers' councils and student councils are more democratically "healthy” than 
centralized boards of democratically-elected, trained experts. (FALSE) 

Technocracy, a form of meritocracy, is a socialist idea. (FALSE) 
Western Marxism has made very important theoretical contributions to the world 

communist movement. (FALSE) 
The Revolutionary Communist Party of the United States, under Bob Avakian, is the 

true vanguard party of the American working class. (FALSE) 
True socialism has not existed yet. (FALSE) 

Josef Stalin's line is the only revolutionary line. Maoism, although it had its day in 
Communist China, is a flame long extinguished. Marxism-Leninism remains the only 
revolutionary science. If you disagree with Maoism or Hoxhaism entirely, select "no 

preference". (FALSE)
Maoism is a perversion of Marxism. Hoxha defended true Marxism. If you disagree 

with Maoism or Hoxhaism entirely, select "no preference". (FALSE) 
Maoism is an advanced stage of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism. Today, the vanguard 

ideology of the proletariat is a synthesis of Marxism, Leninism, and Maoism: Marxism-
Leninism-Maoism. If you disagree with Leninism entirely, select "no preference". 

__________________________________________________________________ (FALSE)
Hoxha was a dogmatist, and his ideas were nationalist and cold. If you disagree with 

Maoism and Hoxhaism entirely, select "no preference". (FALSE) 
Hardt's and Negri's ideas of autonomism and globalization (the theory of "Empire", 

etc.) are valuable contributions to Marxist thought. (FALSE)
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FALSE
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